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Abstract

The crystal field is one of the major interactions in rare-earth compounds. Neutron spectroscopy has become the key tool to measure the
crystal-field transitions in metallic systems. This has been demonstrated for almost 1000 metallic rare-earth compounds in the past 30
years which resulted in a detailed understanding of the various physical effects caused by the crystal-field splitting. One may conclude
that the determination and description of crystal fields in metallic rare-earth systems is now well established and has become a standard
technique. Yet the past years have seen exciting developments in different applications where the crystal-field concept attained increasing
and sometimes even crucial importance. This is exemplified for two applications: Firstly, the novel principle for cooling by adiabatic
pressure application which is based on the occurrence of a pressure-induced structural and/or magnetic phase transition where the point
symmetry at the rare-earth site is changed involving a change in the degeneracy of the crystal-field states. Secondly, the observation of
anomalies in the linewidth of crystal-field transitions in high-temperature superconductors which reveals direct information on the doping
and isotope dependence of the pseudogap.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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J1. Introduction
uG l 5 O a (M)uMl (3)i i

M52JThe crystal-field interaction in rare-earth compounds is
responsible for an enormous variety of magnetic phenom- All the thermodynamic magnetic properties such as the
ena. The crystal field is based on the electrostatic potential magnetization, the magnetic susceptibility, the Schottky
at the rare-earth ion position which is defined by heat capacity and the entropy are completely determined

by the eigenvalues E and the eigenfunctions uG l of thei i
¢r(R ) crystal-field Hamiltonian (Eq. (2)).i

]]¢V (r ) 5O (1)CF By far the most unique and perhaps direct experimental¢¢ur 2 R ui i
method for the determination of the crystal-field interaction
in metallic rare-earth compounds is provided by inelastic¢ ¢where r(R ) denotes the charge distribution at the site R ofi i
neutron scattering. This can immediately be seen from thethe ith ligand ion. When considering only the ground-state
thermal neutron cross section for the crystal-field transitionJ-multiplet of the rare-earth ion, the crystal-field Hamilto-
uG l → uG l which in the dipole approximation is given byi jnian is most commonly expressed by
[2]

mmˆ ˆ 2H 5OB O (2)CF n n d s 2 2m,n ˆ]]~F (Q)p ukG uJ uG lu d(E 2 E 6"v) (4)i j ' i i jdvdV
mm ˆwhere B and O are, respectively, crystal-field parame-n n with

ters and Stevens operator equivalents [1]. Eq. (2) gives rise
E1 ito a decomposition of the (2J11)-fold degenerate ground- ] ]p 5 exp 2H Ji Z k TBstate multiplet into a series of crystal-field states G withi

energies E . The wave functions of the irreducible repre-i where F(Q) is the magnetic form factor, Z the partition
sentations G are given by ˆi function, and J the component of the total angular'

momentum operator perpendicular to the scattering vector
¢Q. The crystal fields of roughly 1000 metallic rare-earth*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-56-310-2088; fax: 141-56-310-

2939. compounds have been investigated by neutron spectros-
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copy up to the present time as summarised by Moze [3].
One may therefore conclude that the determination and the
description of crystal fields in metallic rare-earth com-
pounds is now well established and has become a standard
technique. Yet the past years have seen exciting develop-
ments in different applications where the crystal-field
concept attained increasing and sometimes even crucial
importance. Two of these applications will be introduced
and discussed in the following sections.

2. The barocaloric effect in Pr La NiO and12x x 3

Ce (La,Y) Sb12x x

Upon the removal of a magnetic field from a material, ¯Fig. 1. Entropy calculated for the rhombohedral R3c and orthorhombic
the resulting reduction in magnetic spin alignment repre- ¯Pbmn phases of Pr La NiO . The entropy of the R3c phase vanishes at12x x 3

31sents an increase in the material’s spin entropy. If the field low temperatures due to the exchange interaction between the Pr ions
which was assumed to be of the order of 1 K.reduction is performed adiabatically, there will be a

decrease in the temperature of the material which is called
the magnetocaloric effect. Cooling rates of typically 1 K

effect of 0.1 K per 0.5 GPa pressure change at a workingper 1 T field change have been achieved so far, with a
temperature around 350 K, but practically no cooling formaximum of about 4 K predicted for Gd (Si Ge ) which5 x 12x
x50.5 and x50.6 at working temperatures around 180 andis called the ‘giant’ magnetocaloric effect [4]. Recently, a
50 K, respectively. This is due to the fact that the expectednovel principle for cooling by adiabatic pressure applica-
cooling was largely compensated by the competing effectstion was introduced [5]. The principle of the barocaloric
of pressure-induced elastic heating and friction, the lattereffect is based on the occurrence of a pressure-induced
being a particular problem in experiments on polycrystal-structural phase transition where the point symmetry at the
line samples. We therefore conclude that efficient coolingrare-earth site is changed involving a change of the
can only be achieved by using ceramic or single-crystallinedegeneracy of the crystal-field ground state. This is
material. Moreover, efficient cooling is restricted to lowexemplified below for the rare-earth nickelates
temperatures, since the entropy of the phonons dominatesPr La NiO .12x x 3
the crystal-field entropy at temperatures above say 30 K.Neutron diffraction and spectroscopy as well as mag-
This was verified for CeSb as described in the followingnetic susceptibility and heat capacity measurements were
paragraphs.employed to characterize the physical properties of the

The rare-earth compound CeSb orders antiferromagnet-compounds Pr La NiO which undergo a structural12x x 3
¯ ically below T ¯16 K in various phases with characteris-phase transition (SPT) from a high-temperature R3c rhom- N

¢tic ordering wave vectors q 5(2p /a)3(0, 0, q ) withbohedral to a low-temperature orthorhombic Pbnm phase o o

1 /2#q #2/3 [9,10]. The onset of magnetic ordering isin the concentration range 0,x,0.7 [6,7]. The tempera- o

accompanied by a structural phase transition from cubic toture T is strongly dependent on the La concentration x:SPT
tetragonal symmetry [11]. The tetragonal state can also beFor x50, we have T ¯700 K, and dT /dx¯21000SPT SPT
realized by the application of uniaxial pressure along theK. The application of hydrostatic pressure was found to
[001] axis. As a result the magnetically ordered state canshift T typically by dT /dp¯250 K/GPa. TheSPT SPT
be reached for temperatures T .T , with dT /dp¯8 K/crystal-field ground state is a singlet in the Pbnm phase, N N

GPa [12] as visualized in the p–T phase diagram of Fig. 2.whereas a non-Kramers doublet is the lowest crystal-field
31¯ The Ce ions in CeSb experience the crystal-fieldstate in the R3c phase [7]. This has important conse-

31interaction which splits the lowest J-multiplet of the Cequences on the magnetic entropy which is defined by
ions into a ground-state doublet and an excited quartet at

S 5 2 ROp ? ,np (5) about 3 meV [13]. The cubic-to-tetragonal phase transitioni i
i induced by uniaxial pressure splits the quartet into two

doublets which lowers the entropy of the system. Further-Fig. 1 shows that the entropies calculated from Eq. (5) for
¯ more, the entropy decrease is enhanced by the onset ofthe two symmetries Pbnm and R3c differ by DS¯5.5

magnetic ordering below T due to a complete lifting ofJ /mol?K over a wide temperature range, which enables N

the degeneracy of the crystal-field states through thecooling as indicated by the adiabatic pressure step a→b.
Zeeman effect, thereby amplifying the barocaloric effectWe have studied the barocaloric effect for polycrystal-
substantially. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the entropy asline Pr La NiO with x50.34 [8] and more recently for12x x 3

a function of temperature and pressure. The key element isx50.5 and 0.6 [6]. For x50.34 we found a tiny cooling
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has been observed for P50.52 GPa at an initial sample
temperature of 21 K [14].

In order to decrease the working temperature from
around 20 K down to the technically more interesting
range below 4 K, experiments were performed for the
diluted Ce (Y,La) Sb system. By partial substitution of12x x

Ce by non-magnetic Y or La the magnetic ordering
temperature is shifted downwards, typically by 5 K per
10% Y or La substitution [15]. Indeed, we have verified
the lowering of T upon dilution by neutron diffractionN

experiments on a single crystal of Ce (La Y ) Sb0.85 0.95 0.05 0.15

which shows the onset of short-range magnetic correlations
below 7.8 K. By the application of uniaxial pressure
(P.0.1 GPa) the magnetic fluctuations are found toFig. 2. Schematic plot of the temperature and pressure dependence of the
develop long-range magnetic ordering [14]. The criticalentropy for CeSb. The insert shows the magnetic phase diagram of CeSb.
temperature is raised at a rate dT /dp¯13 K/GPa whichN

is considerably larger than for undiluted CeSb and there-
the discontinuity of the entropy at T which was de- fore highly beneficial for the efficiency of the barocaloricN

termined by heat capacity measurements to be DS¯2 effect. As a consequence cooling by adiabatic pressure
J /mol?K [6], comparable to the refrigerant capacity re- removal could be observed down to 2 K [16]. Similar
ported for the ‘giant’ magnetocaloric effect [4]. cooling features were found in barocaloric experiments

Let us now assume that the system is in the para- performed for HoAs (T ¯5 K) in the same temperatureN

magnetic state at a temperature T .T , say at the point A range [17].N

in Fig. 2. We now perform the process of isothermal
pressurization such that the system transforms into the
magnetically ordered state, thereby moving vertically to

3. The pseudogap in high-temperaturethe point B. For the next step, the sample has to be isolated
superconductorsfrom its surroundings, so that the process is adiabatic. The

sample is depressurized and moves horizontally to the
The d-function in the neutron cross-section for crystal-point C. This process is the barocaloric effect which lowers

field transitions (Eq. (4)) only applies for non-interactingthe temperature of the system. The cooling was verified in
rare-earth ions. However, the crystal-field states are subjectbarocaloric experiments on a CeSb single crystal [14]. The
to interactions with phonons, spin fluctuations, and chargeresults obtained for P50.26 GPa are shown in Fig. 3. The
carriers, which limit the lifetime of the excitation, thus thetemperature evolution of the cooling rate nicely follows the
observed crystal-field transitions exhibit line broadening.expectations visualized in Fig. 2. Efficient cooling DT is
The interaction with the charge carriers is by far theachieved in the temperature interval 16,T ,21 K. The
dominating relaxation mechanism in metallic rare-earthcooling increases linearly upon raising the initial sample
compounds. The corresponding linewidth G (T ) increasestemperature, until a maximum cooling of DT¯21 K is n

almost linearly with temperature according to the well-achieved. So far, a maximum cooling effect of DT¯22 K
known Korringa law [18]:

2 2
G (T ) 5 4p( g 2 1) J(J 1 1)[N(E ) ? j ] ? T (6)n F ex

´where g denotes the Lande factor, N(E ) the density-of-F

states of the charge carriers at the Fermi energy E , and jF ex

the exchange integral between the charge carriers and the
4f electrons of the rare-earth ions (the inclusion of crystal-
field effects slightly modifies the low-temperature limit of
Eq. (6) [19]). In superconducting compounds, however,
the pairing of the charge carriers creates an energy gap D

below the superconducting transition temperature T , thusc

crystal-field excitations with energy "v , 2D do not have
enough energy to span the gap, and consequently there is
no interaction with the charge carriers. For an isotropic gap
function the intrinsic linewidth in the superconducting stateFig. 3. The barocaloric effect DT observed in CeSb upon releasing a

uniaxial pressure of 0.26 GPa. is then given by
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D
]]G (T ) 5 G (T ) exp 2 (7)H Js n k TB

This means that G (T <T )¯0, and line broadening sets ins c

just below T where the superconducting gap opens. Thec

exponential temperature dependence of G (T ) was nicelys

demonstrated in the first neutron spectroscopic study on
the classical superconductor La Tb Al [20]. On the12x x 2

other hand, neutron experiments on the high-T compoundc

Ho Y Ba Cu O [19] revealed an unusual temperature0.1 0.9 2 3 7

dependence, i.e. G (T ) does not follow the behaviors

predicted by Eq. (7), but increases already far below T .c

This was ascribed to a high degree of gap anisotropy, since
an anisotropic gap function gives rise to certain relaxation
channels even at the lowest temperature, particularly along
the directions involving nodes. An anisotropic gap function
was also inferred from neutron crystal-field studies on the
slightly underdoped high-T compounds HoBa Cu O andc 2 4 8

Er Ba Cu O . However, in these measurements, the2 4 7 15

normal-state behavior is fully recovered only at T*¯170
K [21], i.e. far above T ¯80 K, which clearly supports thec

existence of a pseudogap. Neutron spectroscopy was also
applied to study the doping dependence of the pseudogap
in HoBa Cu O (6.4,x,7.0) [22].2 3 x

The existence of a pseudogap in the electronic excitation
spectra of underdoped high-T superconductors is consid-c

ered to be among the most important features of cuprates.
The pseudogap phenomena mean the suppression of low-
frequency spectral weight in the normal state above T .c

The experimental discovery of the pseudogap gave rise to
an impressive number of models for the mechanism that
causes the Cooper pairs to form [23]. Experiments search-
ing for an isotope effect on the pseudogap temperature T*
are therefore crucial to discriminate between the different
pairing scenarios. In the following we report the results of
neutron spectroscopic investigations of the isotope effect
on the relaxation rate of crystal-field excitations in

1816 18 63 Fig. 4. Energy spectra of neutrons scattered from HoBa Cu O . The2 4 8HoBa Cu O (i.e. exchange of both O vs. O and Cu2 4 8
vertical bars indicate the positions of the crystal-field transitions. The65vs. Cu). This compound is ideal for such studies because
lines are least-squares fits to the data as described in the text.

it is (slightly) underdoped and highly stoichiometric.
Fig. 4 shows neutron spectra observed for

18 increases up to 210 K. A step-like enhancement occursHoBa Cu O at low energy transfers. There are two2 4 8
between 210 and 220 K. Above 220 K, the linewidthstrong ground-state crystal-field transitions at energies
follows the Korringa behavior (Eq. (6)) expected for the"v 5 0.6 meV and "v 5 1.3 meV, i.e. "v < 2D (¯661 2 i
normal state. We therefore identify the temperature wheremeV [21]). With increasing temperature, the crystal-field
the step-like enhancement occurs with the temperaturetransitions exhibit line broadening. In addition, excited
where the pseudogap opens, i.e. we set T*¯220 K. Thecrystal-field states become increasingly populated giving

16linewidth observed for the O compound exhibits arise to excited crystal-field transitions. The energy spectra
similar relaxation behavior (Fig. 5), but the step-likewere fitted according to the neutron cross-section (Eq. (4))

m enhancement occurs at much lower temperatures betweenwith fixed crystal-field parameters B taken from Ref [21].n
160 and 170 K, i.e. T*¯170 K [24]. These experimentsThe only free parameters were then an overall scale factor
give evidence therefore for a large oxygen isotope effectfor the intensities and a temperature-dependent linewidth
DT*¯50 K on the pseudogap.G(T ). The results of the fitting procedure are shown by

Very recently, neutron spectroscopic experiments weresolid lines in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 displays the temperature
performed on HoBa Cu O to search for a copper isotopedependence of the intrinsic linewidth in reduced units. The 2 4 8

effect on the pseudogap [25]. The analysis of the linewidthlinewidth is zero at the lowest temperatures, then it
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